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PANEL DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND NOTE
Gender-based violence' and 'violence
against women' are terms that are
often used interchangeably as most
gender-based violence is inflicted by
men on women and girls. However, it
is important to retain the 'genderbased' aspect of the concept as this
highlights the fact that violence
against women is an expression of
power inequalities between women
and men.
It is also very important to recognise
that the use of the phrase, "violence
against women and children," is not
intended to demean the status of
women to the level of children but
instead, in this context we have
chosen to use it as an instrument to
highlight toxic masculinity as
encouraged by obscene patriarchal
arrangements in our communities.
South Africa is under siege. Women,
boys and girls are up under attack
and the enemy is prowling from
within. South Africans - prompted by
black women in urban settings - are
slowly beginning to raise their voices
against gender-based violence femicide to be specific. But if the
current statistics are anything to go
by, then as a country we are still
whispering.
In cases of Intimate Partner Violence
(IPV), Africa Check reported, that the
South African police recorded a
national total of 14,333 murders
between April and December 2016 a staggering 1713 of these were
women.

According to the Institute for
Security Studies - roughly about 1 in
13 rape cases were reported between
01 April 2014 and 31 March 2015.
The stories of Reeva Steenkamp,
Karabo Mokoena, Rhodes University
student Amanda Tweyi and many
other unaccounted cases in our
communities prove that it does not
matter who and what she is, a
woman in South Africa is a
demographic under attack.
South Africa and more specifically
township and rural communities are
not safe spaces for women and
children. The different circles that
exist in our communities, enable
heterosexual men to think that they
can use their body parts and
physiques as instruments to bully
women and children into submission
or to use themselves as weapons to
correct the sexual preferences of
people.
Men and women do not enjoy the
same social privileges in our
communities. Their value of life is
different. Women in society are
almost instinctively viewed as the
custodians of morality, purity,
traditional standards and social
value. Whilst their counterparts are
born with the immunity from this
morality burden; men are born with
the license to "do what boys do" and
never grow out of it.
Through a web of patriarchy that has
been carefully weaved into the very
fabric of our society's values and
beliefs. Men are brought up with a
sense of entitlement to women's
bodies, especially those that they are
in relationships with.
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The 2016 Demographic and Health
Survey revealed;
17% of younger women aged 18 to 24
had experienced violence from a
partner in the 12 months before the
survey – 2.1% described this as often,
and 8% as sometimes – compared to
16.7% among women 65 years old
and older.
Separated and divorced women are
more likely to experience violence
(40%), followed by those living
together (31.1%). While there is no
statistically significant difference
between urban and rural areas, the
survey notes, women in the poorest
households (24.4%) are more likely to
experience physical violence
compared to the top-earning homes
(13%).
The police have been accused of not
acting quick enough. The courts are
often accused of favouring the
perpetrators. Neighbours and
churches/mosques are accused of
turning a blind eye, even from within.
Politicians are often accused of
taking advantage of the plight of
women to gain votes. Academia has
been accused of being too scientific
and too philosophical ignoring
reality whilst more recently
academic institutions have become
mini-hubs for such crimes.
Entertainment and media are
accused of wilfully glorifying skewed,
negative and toxic social messages,
in the name of news and art
depicting reality.
Punishment vs Rehabilitation.
There are not enough prisons in this
country to incarcerate all the
convicted perpetrators for life.

Some have argued for the
reinstatement of the death penalty,
especially for crimes committed
against children. But if lessons from
some states in America are anything
to go by, then the death penalty
does not effectively reduce the crime
over time. How effective are our
efforts to rehabilitate ex-offenders?
In light of the sexual predators in our
schools, some are calling for a list of
convicted sex offenders to be made
public and for their names to be
there for life. They argue that
punishing offenders economically
can be effective. But how do we
sentence convicted nine-year-old
gang rapists?
More so, we have stopped to ask.
Who is raising our boys? Who is
teaching them the reigns of
masculinity? Who is helping them to
manage the transition of boyhood to
manhood?
For the first time, we are beginning
to recognise and admit that
something is fundamentally wrong
with the patriarchal ecosystem that
boys are brought up under. As the
mirror looks at us it's plain to see
that we are producing boys who are
angry, broken, aggressive,
emotionally unavailable, extreme,
combative, lonely, depressed,
lawless, entitled, lost, inexpressive,
rebellious and maybe most
importantly fatherless.
These boys subsequently date the
women we have taught to be
submissive without questions- even
at the cost of their very lives. But this
moment of introspection means
absolutely nothing if we are not
talking about finding solutions.
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Violent and entitled men are a product of an ecosystem society has created.
They are products of all the key pillars of influence you will find in the
Townships;
-

Media and Entertainment
Politics
Religion
Family
Education
Justice

However, the media, families, the justice system, the police, academia,
religious organisations, traditional institutions, civil society organisations,
activist movements and many others cannot find meaningful solutions alone.
Even women and children cannot exclusively find the solutions. We believe
that Thembalethu Imbizo is a timely platform to elevate Human Rights in our
townships. We are particularly excited by this year's theme, as it is a call to
recognise the humanness of our women and children - in their respective
fullness.
We are looking at the same problem through a fresh lens. We are aiming to
inspire new thoughts and empowered conversations that can be taken back
to the various circles in our communities. We are collaborating to make
township communities safe and productive spaces for all. We realise that each
pillar of influence is unique but they all cater to the same community.
Meaning they all have to work together constructively.
In conclusion, we seek to answer a simple but complex leadership question.
What can we do now - where we are, with what we have - together?
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